The aim of this study is to investigate the metaphors images of gifted students about mathematics. The sample of the study consists of 82 gifted students, which are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 graders, from Istanbul. Data were collected by asking students to complete the sentence: “Mathematics is as ..., because...”. In the study content analysis was used. The metaphors which were generated by students were categorized in terms of perceptions of mathematics. Metaphors were classified by three categories as content of mathematics, function of mathematics and exhibit attitude to mathematics. Chi-square test was used for examining relationship between two qualitative variables which are grades and metaphors. One of the findings is that gifted students generated metaphors according to their attitudes to mathematics.
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INTRODUCTION

Research on metaphors, dating back to the work of Aristotelian (B.C. 386-322), treats the usage of language and eloquence. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) mention that our mentality is formed with metaphors (Ozybeyeva, 2006). Metaphors are used as a pedagogical tool, an assessment tool, a mental tool in education (Saban, 2006). Metaphor makes it easy to conceptualize and helps to configure knowledge. Most research studies in mathematics education on the use of metaphor have presented that metaphor highlights the importance of education. Metaphors produce a conceptual relationship between a source domain and a target domain because of linking different senses. Though conceptual metaphor is related to person building it, teachers use metaphor to help students’ understanding (Lakoff and Nunez, 1997). Therefore, while talking about abstract concepts, the usage of metaphors provides coherence of meaning.

Metaphors are experiences that are acquired from our daily lives and they are conceptual. Metaphors are indispensable in the comprehension process of abstract notions. Because of conceptuality, metaphors are shaped according to different cultures (Lakoff and Johnson, 2005).

According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980) in addition to providing new understandings, metaphors which are defined simply as ‘understanding something from another perspective’ create our thoughts and actions at the same time. For MacCormak (1990) ‘the basis of a metaphor is to refer to the concepts that we know and recognize for explaining something unknown and it is the extraordinary sequence of the things which are familiar and which are not familiar to us.’ According to Cerit (2008) people use metaphors when they know little or do not know much about the concept and terminology about the case that they want to explain. For instance, someone who says ‘Turkish is like a mother’s milk’ while defining our mother...
tongue which is one of the basic components of our life, explains it by emphasizing the mother’s milk which is more familiar to him/her and which has a basic and vital function like the mother tongue itself. That is to say, explains the meaning of this basic component by moving from mother’s milk metaphor. According to the researchers who moved from the Lakoff and Johnson’s definitions about metaphor concept, metaphors have a shaping effect on our thinking styles, languages and science and also on the way for expressing ourselves in our daily lives (Morgan, 1998). In this regard, metaphor has been used in many studies in recent years. The purpose of these studies which were carried out in this method is to try to present the perception style of different concepts by people through metaphors.

People perceive and understand their environment; as a matter of fact if we discuss it from a wider perspective, the world, in many different dimensions from each other. The answers of the questions such as where to live, where to shop and where to visit base on our perceptions about the places such as beautiful or ugly, good or bad, safe or dangerous. The environmental issues are important factors on the emphasis given for the environmental education and the determination of the perceptions about environmental issues has a discrete importance as it will reveal the attitudes of individuals about the problem. Because, it will be wrong to claim that there is a single solution and a single method for the solution of the problems about the environment as in all fields. Thus, the previous studies state that environmental education is an effective as it is expected and should be freed memorization. In the process of understanding the perceptions of individuals, effective results can be obtained by looking at their metaphoric intellectual worlds.

Because, the metaphors are cognitive concepts which enable people to be able to discuss any subject from different perspectives in order to be able to express their thoughts about it. With the evaluation of these concepts, it is provided to understand subject which is discussed from different perspectives and to shape it according to reality (Morgan, 1998; Berci, 2007).

60 teachers participated who teach vocational and technical courses perceived themselves as a zookeeper, a maestro, a judge and puppeteer (Ben et al., 2003). While the teachers of students with low performance defined themselves as zookeeper, the teachers of students with high performance defined themselves as a maestro. They also stated that metaphors are important perception tools in education and it is possible to reveal underlying beliefs and assumptions about teachers’ roles in the classroom, students and education through metaphors.

The features of a metaphor can be classified as Tompkins and Lawley (2000): for a concept;

(i) defining a concept with a different one

(ii) describing through the analogical feature of a different concept,

(iii) seeing in different dimensions and with a different form.

Metaphors can be living and nonliving things, abstract and concrete and also they can be positive and negative. Metaphors which can be used as a tool for collecting information and interrogation at the same time enable one to understand subjects which were not understood sufficiently. Besides, they play an important role in presenting the problems overtly and providing abstracts for the thoughts.

Ugar et al. (2010) asked from primary school students to illustrate the mathematics and the mathematician of their dreams. In addition to that it was aimed to collect students’ thoughts about mathematics and mathematician concepts through written documents. When pictures and writings were analyzed, it was determined that students perceived mathematics as a ball of numbers and mathematicians as unsocial and introvert persons. Oflaz (2011) searched the perceptions of primary school students regarding mathematics teacher concept. It was determined as a result of the study that students wanted a mathematics teacher who is caring, affectionate, merciful, easy to communicate with and non-judgmental when they ask him/her questions. Güler et al. (2012) analyzed the metaphoric perceptions of secondary school prospective mathematics teachers about ‘mathematics’ concept. 5 categories appeared in the study. These categories are; the necessity, advisor, infinity, perspective and the life itself. Yılmaz et al. (2013) asked prospective teachers to create metaphors about ‘teacher’ concept. The categories obtained as a result of the analysis are as in the following; formatting teacher, advisor teacher, source of information teacher, non-status teacher, flexible teacher, role-model teacher, teacher carrying out a sacred work. Ada (2013) analyzed the perceptions of 6th, 7th and 8th grade students about ‘mathematics’ and ‘mathematics teacher’ concepts with the help of metaphors in his published master’s thesis. According to data which were analyzed with content analysis, students generally interpreted mathematics concepts as a difficult and boring lesson. In addition to this; it was also described as enjoyable, comprehensive and requiring intelligence. It was asserted as ‘a smart person’ for the ‘mathematics teacher’ by the majority of the sample. According to chi-square test carried out in the study, it was determined that as the grade levels of the students and their parents’ educational levels increased, the student displayed negative attitudes towards ‘mathematics teacher’ and ‘mathematics’ concepts. Güner (2013) asked the opinions of classroom, social sciences and primary school mathematics prospective teachers about ‘mathematics’ concept. Whereas the idea of ‘mathematics makes their life complicated’ became prominent among social sciences
prospective teachers, classroom prospective teachers generally emphasized the idea that ‘mathematics is an amusing engagement’. Primary school prospective mathematics teachers mostly stated the idea that ‘mathematics is simply the life itself’.

Picker and Berry (2000) asked to draw their mathematics teacher from the seventh and eighth graders at five different elementary schools in five different countries. When analyzed the metaphorical, students had drawn threatening, violence, despot and rigorous people figure.

Inbar (1996), in this study, 409 primary students and 254 educators participated who offered metaphors for the concept of student, teacher and school principal. When students were perceived as a vegetation by many of the educators, educators were perceived as a super lock by many of the students. The concept of school principal was perceived as an author by students and educators. The concept of school was perceived as a framed the world by many of the students and educators.

Researchers proposed to investigate the dynamic process of teaching and learning of graph fiction in high school in Spain (Frant et al., 2005). Researchers looked for answers to the following questions: what kind of metaphors was used for explaining the graphic representation of functions by teacher, did teacher realize metaphors which uses, what effect of metaphors which teacher uses was on his/her students, what was the role played by metaphors in the negotiation of the meaning.

The importance and purpose of the study

At the beginning of the study, we assumed that gifted students generate metaphors about mathematics related to its function in real life. It was examined whether categories of generated metaphors vary according to class level which means primary (2,3,4) and secondary (5,6,7).

METHOD

The research method of this study was case study. Case study is one of the methods of qualitative research. The sample consisted of 82 gifted students who were at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 grads from private primary school in Istanbul. The participants were requested to complete semi-structured sentence: "Mathematics is as..., because...”.

Data collection

Content analysis technique was used on collected data.

Data analysis

Data were analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively. First of all, three phases were implemented. Generated metaphors by gifted students were a) coded as concept (sea, water, fish, game and etc.), b) classified according to topic, source and connection of topic and source, c) examined in terms of common characteristic independently of researchers. Afterwards, researchers compared their lists of metaphoric images. Researchers found the least common denominator.

Chi square test was only used when all expected values in nxn tables have to be above 5. For this reason, we implemented Chi square test for determining the link between gender and metaphorical categories and also school levels and metaphorical categories.

Participants

Gifted students

According to Ministry of Education Science and Art Centre (SACs) Directive’s j clause of 4th article of the definitions section, gifted students are defined as in the following; j) Gifted Child/Student: The child/students who are specified by the experts that they display higher performances than their peers in intelligent, creativity, art, leadership capacity or special academic areas (BILSEM Instructions, 2007). The Wisc-r test score of all the gifted students who participated in this thesis study was determined as 135 ZB or over. The class was opened for gifted students without classifying their talents regarding on which field they are more talented by predicting the contribution of environmental factors (selection of school and class etc.) to their academic achievements. These results are included in literature as ‘full special classes. It helps to create a full-time homogenous group (Sak, 2012). ‘Full special classes’ environmental factor is seen as important for gifted students to get academic achievements (Rogers, 2002). A gifted individual displays abnormal performances in one or more areas and succeeds in developing creative and innovative ideas (Budak, 2008). A gifted individual grows up earlier than his/her peers and maintains his/her development in a larger period than normal. For example, a gifted individual maintains his/her development till older ages than the development age of a non-gifted individual (Winner, 1996). It is stated in literature that gifted students understand the concepts quickly, think flexible, open to discoveries, analyze the details and have high ethical senses (Reynolds and Birch, 1988). Jost emphasizes that gifted children have higher potentials than their peers but it is not always possible to convert this potential into performance automatically (Jost, 2006).

Furthermore, gifted students were coded according to school level. Primary school students were coded as P1, P2,..., P46 and secondary school students were coded as S1, S2,..., S36.

FINDINGS

According to the results of the study, generated metaphors by gifted students were identified in 3 categories. The participants generated metaphors related to their approach to mathematics.

56% of the participants were from primary school level and the rest of the participants were secondary school level. Demographic information of the participants is placed in Table 1.

Gifted students of Secondary school generated 26 metaphors which are respectively; water (4), life(4), blood (3), game (3), logic, flower, lamp, history, tree, sea, clue, key, secret, fish, sun, star, space, lastic, cafein, mind, maze, atom, potato sack, blind-alley, loop and seed (Table 2).
Table 1. Demographical data of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graders</th>
<th>2-3-4</th>
<th>5-6-7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Participants</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gifted students of primary school generated 32 metaphors which are respectively: life (4), shine (4), teacher (3), puzzle (3), water (2), heart (2), tree (2), flower (2), house, knowledge, gifted knowledge, calculator, way, game, star, ice-cream, computer, world, mind, brain, fire, smart board, compass, strand, time streaming, mint, planet, a brain box, cave, profession, matter, building.

Chi square test is calculated in Table 3. Hypotheses are as follows:

- H₀ = Gender and metaphors are independent qualitative variables
- H₁ = Gender and metaphors are dependent qualitative variables

According to result, degree of freedom is 2 (for categories and gender) and \( \chi^2_{0.01;2}=9.21034 \), then qualitative variables which are gender and metaphoric images are independent.

Moreover, degree of freedom is 2 (for categories and school levels); hypotheses of chi square test are as follows:

- H₀ = School levels and metaphors are independent qualitative variables
- H₁ = School levels and metaphors are dependent qualitative variables

\( \chi^2_{0.01;2}=9.21034 \), then qualitative variables which are metaphoric images and school degree (primary and secondary level) are independent variables.

**Examples of generated metaphors**

**Category 1**

*Mathematics is as compass. Because both of them guide to us* (P₁₁)

*Mathematics is as water. Because we cannot live without water* (S₂₄)

**Category 2**

*Mathematics is as trees. Because trees have boughs* (P₃₆)

*Mathematics is as a clue. Because it helps us to make out* (S₇)

**Category 3**

*Mathematics is as a fish. If you go straight, you can pick the bones of fish, and eat* (P₂₅)

*Mathematics is as a lastic, because lastic gets longer as long as you pull* (S₇)

**DISCUSSION**

Respectively, metaphoric categories-gender and metaphoric categories-school level were identified as independent qualitative variables. Generated metaphors by gifted students were predominantly in category 1. Actually, it was surprise for us. Because, we expected that gifted students generate metaphors about using of mathematics in real life. Probably, this is due to students' perception of mathematics as a lesson only and not linking mathematics and real life.

Students perceive mathematics as a difficult lesson in the study carried out by Oflaz (2011) and the number of students who accepted mathematics as necessary was less. However, in this study, gifted students whether they like mathematics or not accepted the necessity of mathematics. In Sterenberg (2008)'s study primary school students perceived mathematics as a struggle in a similar way to this study. In Wood (2008)'s study which was carried out with 1200 university students, many students see mathematics as a tool for their future professional lives. Similarly, 20 % of the students in this study considered mathematics as a tool while producing metaphors.

In Şahin (2013)'s study the metaphors about mathematics and mathematics teachers were asked to prospective teachers from various departments of the university and while prospective teachers who frequently use mathematics and have successful results perceived mathematics as enjoyable, prospective teachers on the opposite case generally used negative metaphors. This result overlapped with the studies of Güler et al., (2012) in which prospective mathematics teachers produced metaphors such as guiding, eternity, necessity and indispensable part of life regarding the mathematics concept that they have.

In Kılıç (2011)'s study which was carried out comparatively, the result which mostly occurred commonly in metaphors of mathematics teachers in Belgium and Turkey about mathematics was puzzle. Cultural, regional, national and international factors were stated as for the reason of the other different metaphors. The effect of teachers is major on establishing positive attitudes towards mathematics among students. According to Megay-Nespoli (2001) when teachers create a positive classroom atmosphere, the motivations and cognitive developments of students are positively affected and in accordance with this their academic achievement increases. Besides, according to Bloom (2012) affective...
There has been a situation which is very similar to the school. Assessment of the metaphors in terms of the level of attitudes against the mathematics itself. Mostly preferred to produce metaphors concerning the students. However, both female and male students have concerning the usage of it in the daily life than the female and they have produced much more metaphors much more related with the functionality of mathematics. It has been detected that the male students have been Assessment of the metaphors in terms of the gender categories depend on neither gender nor school level. The result of classification. It was found that metaphor study. According to findings, three categories came out in concept. (Levine, 2005). For this reason, we explored Metaphor refers to a clue related with one’s idea about a concept. (Levine, 2005). For this reason, we explored gifted students’ metaphoric images link with mathematics concept. 2,3,4 graders of primary school and 5,6,7 graders of secondary school gifted students joined this study. According to findings, three categories came out in the result of classification. It was found that metaphor categories depend on neither gender nor school level.

Assessment of the metaphors in terms of the gender

It has been detected that the male students have been much more related with the functionality of mathematics and they have produced much more metaphors concerning the usage of it in the daily life than the female students. However, both female and male students have mostly preferred to produce metaphors concerning the attitudes against the mathematics itself.

Assessment of the metaphors in terms of the level of the school

There has been a situation which is very similar to the one of the results obtained from the sexuality aspect. That is, the both students who have been coming from the two school levels have mostly produced metaphors concerning the attitudes against the mathematics itself. Another significant point recognized during the increase in the school level is that there has been a decrease in the quantity of producing metaphor concerning the functionality of the mathematics while there has been an increase in the quantity of producing metaphor concerning the content of the mathematics. This case reveals the question whether the creativity of the students has been decreased during the progress in the level of their schools or they think the school mathematics far from the daily life. The required updated works have to be carried out related with this situation.

Table 2. Distribution of metaphors according to categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of metaphors</th>
<th>Primary School Students</th>
<th>Secondary School Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metaphors (n=46)</td>
<td>Metaphors (n=36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function of Mathematics</td>
<td>Life (4), teacher(3), water(2), heart(2), computer, mind, brain, smart board, compass, mint</td>
<td>Water (4), blood(3), logic, clue, key, secret, mind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content of Mathematics</td>
<td>Tree(2), flower(2), house, world, building</td>
<td>Flower, history, tree, sea, space, atom, potato sack, blind alley, loop and seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to Mathematics</td>
<td>Shine(4), puzzle(3), knowledge gifted knowledge, calculator, way, game, star, ice-cream, fire, strand, time streaming, planet, brain box, cave, profession, matter</td>
<td>Life(4), game(3), lamp(2), fish, sun, star, lastic, cafein, maze</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Metaphoric images distribution according to gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of metaphors</th>
<th>Grader</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-3-4</td>
<td>5-6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function of Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content of Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude to Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

features are one of the reasons of individual differences while learning and the effect of this on the variety among others while learning is one fourth. Teachers should be in a supportive manner against their students by considering all of them.

Conclusion

Metaphor refers to a clue related with one’s idea about a concept (Levine, 2005). For this reason, we explored gifted students’ metaphoric images link with mathematics concept. 2,3,4 graders of primary school and 5,6,7 graders of secondary school gifted students joined this study. According to findings, three categories came out in the result of classification. It was found that metaphor categories depend on neither gender nor school level.
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